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Upconversion Nanoparticles
This chapter introduces optical techniques to assess biological tissues based on photoluminescent probes, as well as the relevant tissue optical properties and the desirable characteristics of the luminophores. Upconversion nanoparticles represent a class of luminophores that are particularly interesting for molecular imaging in the biomedical context. Therefore, their optical properties, the upconversion process and an introduction on bioconjugation of these nanomaterials is included.

AbstrAct This chapter introduces optical techniques to assess biological tissues based on photoluminescent probes, as well as the relevant tissue optical properties and the desirable characteristics of the luminophores. Upconversion nanoparticles represent a class of luminophores that are particularly interesting for molecular imaging in the biomedical context. Therefore, their optical properties, the upconversion process and an introduction on bioconjugation of these nanomaterials is included.
5.1 INTRODUCTION

The results of the previous chapters on laser speckle flowmetry are promising for functional monitoring of the microvasculature in the clinic. As elucidated in Chapter 1, the microcirculation plays an important role in tumour development but can also be effective in tumour therapy and delivery of drugs and contrast agents, for example mediated by the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect and targeted delivery. Although the EPR effect and its applicability in tumour detection and therapy were described almost 30 years ago [1], therapies exploiting the tumour vessel hyperpermeability are still limited in clinical use and need further investigations [2, 3]. Underlying this apparently moderate progress is the complexity of tumour development, in particular the structural features and biochemical processes, which can vary both spatially and temporally within one tumour but also between tumour types, location and patient specific characteristics [4, 5]. Therefore, imaging the tumour microvasculature is instrumental but not sufficient for a thorough understanding of tumour development. In addition, tumour detection by increased microvasculature is only possible in case of hyper-vascularised tumours, which are characteristic for advanced stages of cancer and imply reduced patient survival [6]. Therefore, more sensitive detection approaches at the early stages of cancer are needed.

The increased focus on nanotechnology in cancer research can potentially accelerate the progress in tumour detection and therapy [7]. Controlling the size, shape and surface properties of nanoparticles allows controlling their interaction with normal versus cancer cells and tissue [2]. Therefore, nano-engineering can provide solutions for cancer therapy. Visualizing the interaction of nanoparticles with tumour vasculature or tumour cells is an important capability for cancer research, where a high imaging contrast is essential. In this chapter, I will discuss the desirable characteristics of nanoparticles that result in a high imaging contrast and introduce a novel class of nanoparticles, called upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs), as promising photoluminescent nanomaterials.

5.2 PHOTOLUMINESCENT IMAGING OF BIOTISSUE

The ideal luminophore for biomedical imaging has excellent optical properties, as well as chemical and physical stability in biological environments [8, 9]. These optical properties include a high absorption coefficient and quantum yield for brightness, a large Stokes shift for minimal interference between excitation and emission light, and preferably no photoluminescence intermittency (blinking) and irreversible light-induced transitions to the dark states (photobleaching). In addition, the excitation and emission radiation should substantially penetrate into biological tissue. This last property is determined by the optical absorption and scattering properties of biological tissue, where the absorption is mainly due to the three tissue constituents water, oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin. In Fig. 5.1a the absorption due to blood and water in skin tissue is plotted for the visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) wavelength range. In skin the pigment melanin is also responsible for absorption of light, although this is highly dependent on skin type (e.g. Caucasian, Mediterranea, Negroid) [10] and therefore excluded from this graph. For Caucasian skin the absorption by melanin (0.4%) is less than the absorption by blood for wavelengths >400 nm [11]. The total effective attenuation coefficient in skin including the effects of scattering
is also calculated and plotted [12]. In Fig. 5.1b the tissue penetration depth of light in skin is visualized for the UV-VIS-NIR spectrum. The tissue transparency window (650 - 1300 nm) is marked by the low effective attenuation and deep tissue penetration depth of light. Luminophores whose excitation and emission fall in this window can be detected at greater depths in tissue. In addition, unwanted tissue autofluorescence is much lower compared to exciting in the shorter wavelength range.

**Figure 5.1 | Optical properties of skin.** (a) Optical effective attenuation spectrum of skin (green solid line), dominated by absorption spectra of water (blue --..--), deoxygenized haemoglobin (Hb, brown - -), oxygenized haemoglobin (HbO\textsubscript{2}, red solid) and scattering of skin. The biological tissue transparency window is the unshaded area (650 - 1300 nm). Adapted from ref. [12]. (b) Light penetration depth in skin tissue for the UV-VIS-NIR wavelength range, calculated as the depth where 37\% of the incident light ($e^{-1} = 0.37$) is not diffused or absorbed.

Near infrared dyes are a group of organic fluorescent dyes whose excitation and emission properties fall in the tissue transparency window and are therefore attractive for cancer targeting and imaging [8, 13]. However, conventional NIR dyes have a poor hydrophilicity and stability in biological media, a low quantum yield and low photostability due to bleaching, although recent developments of NIR dyes have improved these characteristics to some extent [8, 14]. An alternative way to use NIR excitation light is the use of 2-photon imaging where luminophores absorb two NIR photons simultaneously and subsequently emit one photon of higher energy (shorter wavelength) than each of the excitation photons [15, 16]. This technique has delivered high-quality images and has optical sectioning capability enabling tomography. However, the chance for the simultaneous absorption of two photons is low and excitation intensities of the order $10^{6}$ - $10^{9}$ W/cm\textsuperscript{2} are needed for sufficient signal detection [16], acquired with expensive short pulsed lasers. Yet another process that involves the generation of anti-Stokes shifted light is photon upconversion, based on the sequential absorption and energy transfer steps involving real metastable states of the luminophore as detailed in the next section. This process occurs at excitation intensities of $1$ - $10^{3}$ W/cm\textsuperscript{2}[17], attainable with low-cost continuous-wave lasers. Similar to dynamic light scattering techniques, the utility and production of upconversion materials
Upconversion nanoparticles depended highly on the introduction of the laser more than 50 years ago [17, 18]. However, the synthesis of nanosized upconversion materials that can be dispersed in a solution was a challenging task, which was achieved only ten years ago in the early 2000’s. [19, 20]. Since then, the application of upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) in the biomedical sciences expanded majorly due to their key photophysical advantages: excitation in the NIR and emission in the VIS/NIR region at modest excitation intensity also characterised by a long emission lifetimes (~milliseconds) compared to conventional fluorophores (~nanoseconds). There are no endogenous molecules known that are capable of this conversion, therefore emission of UCNPs can be discriminated from that of autofluorescence, leading to strong suppression of the background, as for example is shown in Fig. 5.2. In addition, the long lifetimes allow for time-gated detection, which can eliminate the residual background signals due to the excitation beam and autofluorescence. UCNPs have other advantageous optical properties such as nonblinking, nonphotobleaching, sharp emission bands and a large anti-Stokes shift [21].
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### 5.3 The upconversion process

UCNPs are dopant-host systems where trivalent lanthanide ions are dispersed in an inorganic nanocrystal matrix. The lanthanide ions are optically active centres, which can absorb photons and emit photoluminescence. Generally, the photoluminescence arises from electronic transitions in the 4f-4f orbital within a single lanthanide ion. The 4f electrons are shielded by the complete outer 5s and 5p shells resulting in sharp emission bands. The electronic transmission within the 4f shell are forbidden by quantum mechanical selection rules, but can happen due to local crystal field-induced relaxation, resulting in long lifetimes of the higher energy levels of the 4f electrons (~ milliseconds). This metastable excited state enables the occurrence of sequential excitation to a second energy level, and the exchange of energy by ion-ion interactions [17, 21]. There are five basic mechanisms for upconversion identified: excited-state absorption, energy transfer upconversion, cooperative sensitization upconversion, cross relaxation and photon avalanche [21, 22].

Most photoluminescence by UCNPs relies on the energy transfer upconversion process, which is schematically shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. A detailed energy diagram of the transitions in two often used dopant pairs, Ytterbium (Yb$^{3+}$) - Erbium (Er$^{3+}$) and Ytterbium - Thulium.
A two-level Yb\(^{3+}\) ion serves as the donor (also known as the sensitizer) which has a high absorption cross-section for the NIR excitation photons via the \(^{2}F_{7/2} \rightarrow ^{2}F_{5/2}\) transition path. Then, it non-radiatively transfers the excitation energy to a neighbouring Yb\(^{3+}\) ion, or a neighbouring Er\(^{3+}\) (or Tm\(^{3+}\)) ion (also known as the activator). As a result, the ensemble of the excited Yb\(^{3+}\) ions forms a delocalised quasi-exciton across the entire nanocrystal matrix maintained by the non-radiative energy exchange process. This excitation energy is continuously transferred to the network of activators, Er\(^{3+}\) or Tm\(^{3+}\), a fast process at a rate of 1000 s\(^{-1}\) for the representative crystal matrix Cs\(_3\)Lu\(_2\)Br\(_9\) [23]. The activated ion, for example, Er\(^{3+}\) in the \(^{4}I_{11/2}\) metastable state can coalesce with the metastable Yb\(^{3+}\) (\(^{2}F_{5/2}\)) via the collective pair-wise process called energy transfer upconversion. As a result, the Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}I_{11/2}\)) makes a transition to the next-level excited state Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}F_{9/2}\)), followed by a rapid non-radiative transition to Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}S_{3/2}\)) at the expense of the Yb\(^{3+}\) (\(^{2}F_{5/2}\))\(\rightarrow\)Yb\(^{3+}\) (\(^{2}F_{7/2}\)) falling back to the ground state. The Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}S_{3/2}\)) emits in a multiplet green spectral band, and also in a multiplet red spectral band, following the non-radiative phonon-assisted transition Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}S_{3/2}\))\(\rightarrow\)Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}F_{9/2}\)), as one can see in the emission spectral bands in Fig. 5.3b. The Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}F_{9/2}\)) population is also built up via an alternative excitation path: non-radiative transition Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}I_{11/2}\))\(\rightarrow\)Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}I_{13/2}\)) followed by the energy transfer upconversion Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}I_{13/2}\))\(\rightarrow\)Er\(^{3+}\) (\(^{4}F_{9/2}\)) and Yb\(^{3+}\) (\(^{2}F_{5/2}\))\(\rightarrow\)Yb\(^{3+}\) (\(^{2}F_{7/2}\)) back to the ground state. Other energy transfer paths involve the absorption and exchange of 3 excitation photons resulting in a blue emission band (Fig. 5.3b). The energy diagram of the Tm\(^{3+}\) activator ion results in two main emission bands at the NIR and blue wavelengths (Fig. 5.3c).

Fig. 5.4 presents a simplified schematic diagram of energy transfer upconversion. At low (sub-saturation, \(\sim 100\) W/cm\(^2\)) excitation intensity \(I_{\text{ex}}\), the emitted upconversion signal depends on the population of the second energy level which depends on \(I_{\text{ex}}^2\) for a 2-photon process, generally \(I_{\text{ex}}^n\) for an \(n\)-photon process (although competitive energy transfer processes and size-dependent nonradiative decay result in a value somewhat deviating from \(n\) [24-27]). Due to this nonlinearity, the upconversion efficiency \(\eta_{\text{uc}}\) decreases when \(I_{\text{ex}}\) decreases. This poses a challenge to tissue imaging, since tissue scattering decreases \(I_{\text{ex}}\) with imaging depth resulting in a quick reduction of the photoluminescence signal with depth. A relatively high upconversion efficiency is observed for the Yb,Er and Yb,Tm dopant pairs in a host matrix consisting of Na\(_3\)YF\(_4\) [25], typically around 1% for nanosized materials [28]. The \(\eta_{\text{uc}}\) also depends on the synthesized crystal purity, phase and size and is therefore an important parameter to measure for feedback on the design and synthesis of UCNPs. In Chapter 6 a quantitative measurement system for the determination of the absolute \(\eta_{\text{uc}}\) is designed using an integrating sphere set up. Since the background signal is virtually absent detection of UCNPs with a high contrast is achievable in spite of the low \(\eta_{\text{uc}}\). In Chapter 6 the UCNP imaging limits are explored both experimentally and theoretically by imaging of a single particle in the context of biological tissue. Besides the assessment of optical properties and imaging systems, for UCNP-based biomedical applications biocompatible particles are required to uncover information about living cells en tissues.

### 5.4 Bioconjugation

Generally, living systems treat exogenous material as an unwelcome intruder and engage in disposal protocols. For a more meaningful communication with cells, an ideal optically
Figure 5.3 | Energy levels in photon upconversion. (a) Schematic energy level diagram of Yb$^{3+}$ sensitizer ions with participating Erbium (Er$^{3+}$) or Thulium (Tm$^{3+}$) activator ions. The upconversion process results in specific emission spectra for NaYF$_4$:Yb,Er (b) and NaYF$_4$:Yb,Tm (c) nanomaterials. The insets show their corresponding transmission electron microscopy images. Adapted from ref. [12] and ref. [9].

Figure 5.4 | Schematic diagram of energy transfer upconversion process in UCNPs. The following consecutive steps can be identified: 1. photon excitation of ion 1 to energy level $E_1$; 2. energy transfer to energy level $E_1$ (ion 2) and remission to ground state G (ion 1); 3. energy transfer to energy level $E_2$ (ion 3) and remission to ground state G (ion 1) and 4. emission of one higher energy photon and remission to ground state G (ion 2).
bright luminophore exhibits excellent biochemical properties, such as a good dispersibility in buffers and suitable chemical functionality allowing strong attachment of biomolecules – a process termed bioconjugation. Bioconjugation is a critical step in building biomolecular nanoparticle assemblies, serving two main functions in the context of cancer research: facilitating prolonged circulation times in the bloodstream and tumour targeting purposes.

The biochemical properties of UCNPs provide a challenge in this regard. Firstly, as-synthesized UCNPs are hydrophobic due to surface oleic groups and would rapidly aggregate when dispersed in water or buffer, making them useless for further biomedical interactions. Secondly, the most popular inorganic host of UCNP, NaYF₄ does not provide adequate surface anchoring points for firm docking of biomolecules. And thirdly, the ηuc is highly susceptible to surface functionalization, where high-energy vibronic modes of some functional groups provide non-radiative depletion of the excited states of the activator ions [29]. A common solution is to cover the surface of nanoparticles by polyethylene-glycol (PEG). These groups prevent nanoparticle merging and aggregation via the mechanism of steric hindrance [30]. Also, PEGylation represents the core of the so-called stealth functionalization preventing PEGylated nanoparticles intravenously injected into the blood stream from rapid immune-mediated removal [31]. However, PEG groups have their disadvantages associated with poorly-controlled polymer chains, and PEG chemistry is expensive [9]. Another methodology to improve the UCNP surface anchoring properties is to coat the particles with an additional layer that is suitable for subsequent bioconjugation. Coating the UCNP with a silica shell represents an attractive approach due to the shell stability in the biological range of pH, and maturity of the silica surface coating technology [32]. A different coating method makes use of amphiphilic polymers that represent molecules with hydrophobic and hydrophilic terminals. This approach has been successfully demonstrated for the surface activation of several inorganic nanocrystals [33]. An amphiphilic polymer can intercalate the hydrophobic surface groups with their hydrophobic portion and their extending hydrophilic portion ensures water solubility. Addition of bis(6-aminohexyl)amine resulted in cross-linking of the polymer chains around each nanoparticle and a successful and robust transfer of hydrophobically capped nanocrystals from organic to aqueous solution [33]. Suitable amphiphilic polymers for UCNPs are for example poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (UCNP-PMAO), polyethyleneimine (UCNP-PEI), poly(DL-lactide) (UCNP-PLa), and poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (UCNP-PLG). A layer-by-layer approach can be applied to control the coating thickness. These surface modifications are illustrated in Fig. 5.5. An additional advantage of the amphiphilic polymer coating is the shielding of the surface from environmental interaction to prevent quenching processes. In Chapter 7, the amphiphilic polymer coating is successfully applied to UCNPs, showing prolonged stability in water and buffer solutions. A last modification strategy is based on ligand exchange, where surface oleates are first removed to obtain ligand-free UCNPs, which are subsequently treated with hydrophilic surface groups such as poly acrylic acid (UCNP-PAA) making them water soluble (referred to in Chapter 8 [34]).

Amphiphilic polymer coated UCNPs with exposed COOH functional groups are suitable for further functionalization. Using a universal bioconjugation protocol, i.e. EDC/sNHS reaction, subsequent attachment of proteins (e.g. antibodies), or applying the modular approach using streptavidin:biotin or barstar:barnase protocols is straightforward [35].
In Chapter 7, this latter protocol is utilized to biofunctionalize UCNPs with antibodies targeting human breast cancer. This shows that UCNPs not only possess unique optical advantages for imaging in living tissues, they also serve as a docking platform that can be engineered for targeted detection and imaging of tumours.

In the next chapters, UCNP photophysical and biochemical properties are put to the experimental test, specifically imaging of single UCNPs (Chapter 6) and the detection of a small cluster of UCNP-targeted breast cancer cells (Chapter 7). In both chapters, the results are interpreted in the theoretical framework of UCNP detection in tissue, which allows projection onto imaging scenarios using UCNPs and predict their performance. This helps to identify feasible applications of UCNPs in the biomedical context.

Figure 5.5 | Surface modification of UCNPs. As-synthesized UCNP (NaYF₄: Yb,Er) surface modified with amphiphilic polymers (negatively-charged PMAO, PLa and PLG; and positively-charged PEI) performed by intercalation. The resultant particles were colloidal stable UCNP-PMAO, UCNP-PLa, UCNP-PLG (negative) and UCNP-PEI (positive). Bilayer modification of UCNP-PEI with DSS was performed by the layer-by-layer assembly method and resulted in UCNP-PEI-DSS. Adapted from ref. [36]
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